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By observing sound energy traveling in the Sound Waves Simulation and reading the second half of Sound on the Move,
students add to their understanding of sound by learning that sound energy travels by way of particle collisions. First,
students use the Sound Waves Sim to observe one particle of a material through which sound energy is traveling. This
allows them to think in more detail about how sound energy travels through a material. Next, students use visualization
to “see” particle collisions taking place as sound energy travels through materials. Students then revisit the Sound
Waves Sim to look for patterns of motion in particle collisions. Students discover that sound waves are patterns of
motion that occur when particles collide and spread apart. This lesson deepens students’ understanding of how sound
energy travels at the particle level.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: Dolphins in Blue Bay National Park communicate with one another underwater.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Sound travels through different materials.
EEvvereryydaday Phenomenon:y Phenomenon: Musical instruments make sound.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Scientists make models to help them answer questions and visualize things that are difficult to see.

• Sound waves are patterns of motion that occur when particles collide and spread apart.
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Students use the Sound Waves Simulation to observe the motion of particles
that make up a material as sound travels through it.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reevieview what sw what sound eneround energy cgy can tran traavvel threl through.ough.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce the nee the new Inw Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion.

Point out the Investigation Question on the board and read it aloud.

33. S. Set purpoet purposse fe for the inor the invveesstigtigation in the Sation in the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim.s Sim. Explain that in pairs, students will observe sound energy
traveling in the Sound Waves Sim. This time, they will focus on observing a specific particle in the material to see what
happens to it.

44. Ha. Havve se studenttudents turn ts turn to po pagage 29e 29, Ob, Obssererving Sving Sound Eound Enernergy Tgy Trraavveling, in their noteling, in their notebookebookss.. Read aloud the directions.

1
SIM

Observing Particle
Collisions in the Sim

2 3

Observing Particle Collisions in
the Sim

15
MIN

You have read about sound energy traveling in Sound on the Move and observed sound energy traveling in the
Sound Waves Simulation. What did you discover that sound energy can travel through?
[All different kinds of materials; water, air, and solids.]

Now that we know what sound energy can travel through, we can figure out how the sound energy travels
through those materials. We know that as sound travels, the material that the sound energy is traveling through
moves only a little—but how exactly does this happen?

How does sound energy travel through a material?

Pay close attention to what happens after the source of the sound energy vibrates. Your job is to observe one
particle closely and notice how the sound energy is traveling away from the source.

Lesson 2.3
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55. P. Prroject the Insoject the Instrumenttruments mode os mode of the Sf the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim and demonss Sim and demonstrtratate hoe how tw to so select a pelect a particle tarticle to obo obsserervvee.. Go to
the Sound Waves Sim. Show students that by selecting a particle, they can highlight that particle and follow it visually.
Remind students to keep the Waveform toggle turned off.

66. Dis. Distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students and have them go to the Sound Waves
Simulation. If needed, review guidelines and expectations for the use of digital devices and for working in pairs. Let
students know that each partner will get an opportunity to “drive” the Sim while the other observes. Encourage
students to select different instruments than they selected in the previous lesson.

77. P. Prrompt pompt partnerartners ts to ino invveesstigtigatate in the Sim.e in the Sim. After about 5 minutes, prompt partners to switch roles.

88. O. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Studentsment: Students obs obsserervve pe particle motion in the Sim and drarticle motion in the Sim and draaw what thew what they oby obsserervvee.. As students
observe particles in the Sim and complete the notebook page, circulate and note how they are incorporating patterns of
motion—particularly particle collisions—into their drawings.

99. Ha. Havve se studenttudents shars share obe obsserervvationsations.. Call on students to describe, in as much detail as possible, exactly what they
observed about how the particles moved. [The particles seemed to move, then bump into each other.] You may wish to
ask questions such as the following:

1100. Dis. Discuscuss modelss models.. Ask students whether it would be easy or difficult to zoom in to see how sound energy travels
through a material at the particle level in the real world. [It would be difficult (impossible).]

Ask students to name another model they have used or created as they investigated sound. [Spring toy, Sound
Diagram.] Ask students to name other models that scientists—and student scientists—might use. [Globes, food webs,
models of the human body, computer models of weather.]

11. C11. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess.. Ask students to make sure that their digital devices are turned off.

• How far were the particles moving? [A short distance.]

• Were particles traveling all the way across the screen? [No, the particles were moving back and forth.]

• What happened to the particles as the sound energy moved through the material? [The particles bumped into
each other, they lined up, and then they spread apart again.]

• Based on your observations in the Sim, how do you think sound energy travels from the source to the listener?
[The particles move and collide with other particles, passing the energy on to those particles.]

Scientists use models to help them answer questions and to help them see things that are difficult to observe. A
model is something that scientists make to answer questions about the real world.

The Sound Waves Simulation is a model that you have been using to help you observe something that is difficult
to see. What does the Sim help you observe that is difficult to see?
[How sound energy travels through a material at the particle level.]

Waves, Energy, and Information
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Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
Describe a time when you have heard animals use sound to communicate. This prompt (on page 28 in the Investigation
Notebook) asks students to think about what they already know about animal communication. Encouraging students to
respond to this prompt can help them connect what they read in Sound on the Move to their prior knowledge about
animal sounds.

Background

SScienccience Pe Prracticacticees: About the Models in This Units: About the Models in This Unit
The models students make and use in this unit help them visualize the particles that make up a material—particles that
are too small to see. Through repeated practice with models of particles, and a gradual release of responsibility,
students become comfortable with what may at first seem like very difficult concepts. For instance, students’ first
encounters with models of particle collisions, in the Sound Waves Sim and in Sound on the Move, are highly supported
and guided. Then, during this lesson, students work in pairs to create diagrams of how particles move in a sound wave.
Finally, students revise their Sound Diagrams independently to reflect their understanding of particle collisions in a
sound wave. Engaging with the practice of creating and using models will help students better understand and
communicate their ideas about phenomena that can’t be directly observed.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 6: Psment 6: Particle Motion in a Sarticle Motion in a Sound Wound Waavvee

LLook fook for:or: As students observe the patterns of particle motion that occur as sound energy travels in the Sim, note what
they draw and say about how the particles are moving. Do they notice that the particles move only a little? Do they
notice that the particles collide with other particles and change direction?

NoNow what?w what? If students seem to be having difficulty understanding how the particles move in a sound wave, guide them
through a Sim activity in the Instruments mode. Highlight one particle and press Play. Have students narrate what is
happening to the highlighted particle as the sound travels through the material—including the direction in which it is
moving, when it changes direction, and when it comes into contact with other particles. You may also ask them to
describe how far the particle traveled, compared to how far the sound wave traveled. Guide students through this
activity multiple times, highlighting a different particle each time, so students can observe the similarities in how
multiple particles move. You may also choose to have students write their narrations of how the particle(s) moved.

Lesson 2.3
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Possible Responses

SSound Wound Waavvees Simulation: Inss Simulation: Instrumenttruments modes mode

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e:
Students track single particles while playing sounds from instruments to closely observe how particles that make up a
material move as sound travels through the material. Students should notice that as sound moves through a material,
the particles that make up the material do not travel across the screen, but appear to bump into one another.

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
ObObssererving Sving Sound Eound Enernergy Tgy Trraavvelingeling (page 29)
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Students read the second half of Sound on the Move to gather information
about how sound energy travels through materials at the particle level.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reevieview idew ideas fras from the firom the firsst half ot half off SSound on the Moound on the Movvee.. Hold up a copy of the book and ask students to reflect on what
they learned the last time they read the book.

2. S2. Set a purpoet a purposse fe for ror reeading.ading. Let students know they will finish reading Sound on the Move with the class and then with
a partner in order to learn more about how sound energy travels through materials.

33. Dis. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Sound on the Move to each pair of students. Explain that first, the class will
reread the section about mountain bluebirds that they read in a previous lesson. Then, students will read the rest of the
book with their partners.

44. Whole-clas. Whole-class rs reeading.ading. Ask students to turn to page 10. Have them take turns reading pages 10–13 aloud. At the end of
page 13, ask students to describe the particle motion they just read about.

Ask students to talk to their partners about this question. Then call on a few volunteers to share with the class.

55. Dis. Discuscuss cs collisionsollisions..

1

2
READING

Partner Reading

3

Partner Reading
25
MIN

Reading Sound on the Move will help you understand more about what you observed in the Sim. Make sure that
as you read, you are thinking back to what you observed in the Sim and thinking about what connections you can
make between the book and your observations.

On page 12, it says that the walls of the bird’s syrinx vibrate, and this is the source of the sound. On page 13, we
just read about what happens next. Can you explain in your own words what happens?
[The vibration disturbs particles of the air, which collide with other particles of air, which creates a sound wave.]

Based on what you observed in the Sim, and what you just read, what do you think is meant by collisions?
[Collisions are when things bump into one another; the particles are bumping into each other like we saw in the
Sim.]

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides
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66. P. Point out the diagroint out the diagram at the bottam at the bottom oom of pf pagage 1e 133.. Ask students to closely examine the diagram at the bottom of page
13. Have students visualize the particles colliding, as the sound energy travels from the source to the listener. Provide
students with a brief moment to visualize. Then have them share their initial ideas to help their classmates form
pictures in their minds.

Allow students a few more moments to visualize the sound energy of the bird’s song traveling by way of particle
collisions.

77. Ha. Havve pe partnerartners rs reead pad pagagees 1s 14–22.4–22. Remind them to use the sensemaking strategy of visualizing as they read in order to
better understand how sound energy travels from source to listener through a material at the particle level. Circulate as
partners read.

88. Dis. Discuscuss diagrs diagrams oams of sf sound wound waavveess.. After students have finished reading, regain the class’s attention. Ask students to
turn to page 17 and look at the diagram of the sound of the sperm whale’s click traveling through the water. Invite a few
students to share what they notice about the diagram. Then, ask the following questions.

As time permits, repeat the questions above for the diagram of the sound of the kangaroo rat’s foot-drumming traveling
through the ground (on page 21).

99. Ha. Havve se studenttudents uss use pe particle-vision garticle-vision goggleoggless.. Remind students that particle-vision goggles can help them visualize
things they cannot see. Explain that now that students have read more about how particles interact, their goggles
should help them to “see” more. Pantomime putting on your own particle-vision goggles and ask students to do the
same.

1100. P. Poosst thet the ccollisionollision ccarard on the clasd on the classrsroom woom wall.all. Say the definition aloud as you post the vocabulary card.

What comes to mind when you visualize particles colliding?
[The way pool balls bump into each other, the movement of a pinball as it hits the sides of the pinball machine.]

How do you visualize the particles that make up the water moving? Describe the pattern of motion.
[The particles move back and forth and bump into other particles. They do this in a pattern so that the particles
are close together, then are spread apart, then are close together again.]

How is what you visualized like what you observed in the Sim?
[We observed the same pattern of motion in the Sim.]

Use your particle-vision goggles to zoom in on the sound of my voice. What do you visualize happening to the
particles that make up the air? How is the sound energy traveling from me to you as I am speaking? Describe the
pattern of motion.
[The particles of air collide with the particles of air next to them, which collide into the particles of air next to
them, and so on. This is a repeating pattern.]

A collision is two or more things bumping into each other.

Lesson 2.3
Activity 2
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11. Dir11. Direct sect studenttudents’ atts’ attention tention to the So the Scienccience/Ee/Evvereryydaday Wy Worords chart and writds chart and write “ce “collision” in the “Sollision” in the “Scienccience we worords” cds” column.olumn.
Then ask students to suggest everyday words that mean something similar to collision. [Bump, crash.] Write these in
the “Everyday words” column of the chart.

12. W12. Writrite “pe “particle” in the “Sarticle” in the “Scienccience we worords” cds” column oolumn of the chartf the chart.. Lead a brief discussion about the meaning of this word.
Ask students to suggest everyday words that mean something similar to particle. [Tiny piece.] Write these in the
“Everyday words” column of the chart.

1133. C. Collect all collect all copieopies os off SSound on the Moound on the Movvee..

Teacher Support
Background

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Se: Setting a Petting a Purpourposse fe for Ror Reeadingading
Expert readers are active readers; they often have clear goals in mind at the outset of reading. In science, reading has
the authentic purpose of informing and/or extending ongoing investigations about a particular topic. In this lesson,
students return to Sound on the Move with a partner to find out more about how sound travels from a source to a
listener. Setting a purpose to find out about how sound waves travel promotes comprehension monitoring and is
particularly useful for reading informational texts.

In the last few lessons, you have learned a number of new science words, such as particle and collision.
Remember that the Science/Everyday Words chart, as well as the words posted on the classroom wall, can help
you remember to use scientific words when you are describing science ideas.

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides
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Project the Sound Waves Sim and guide students to look for patterns in the
particle motion.

Instructional Guide
1. P1. Prroject the Insoject the Instrumenttruments mode os mode of the Sf the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim ags Sim again.ain. Go to the Sound Waves Sim. Keep the Waveform toggle
turned off. Let students know that you’d like them to observe how the sound energy travels in the Sim again, now that
they’ve had the opportunity to read about it in Sound on the Move and visualize what is happening at the particle level.

2. Ha2. Havve se studenttudents obs obsserervve pe particle carticle collisions as yollisions as you plaou play sy sounds in the Sim.ounds in the Sim.

33. S. Select a pelect a particle tarticle to highlight ito highlight it..

1 2

3
SIM

Observing Sound Waves in
the Sim

Observing Sound Waves in the
Sim

10
MIN

• Select an instrument.

• Instruct students to carefully observe the pattern of motion of the particles as the sound is played.

• Play the sound a few times.

• Call on a student to describe what she observed. Encourage the student to incorporate the source of the sound,
the sound energy, and the material into her description. [The particles line up and separate again as the sound
energy from the vibration of the source (the instrument) travels through the material (the air).]

• Ask students to observe the patterns of particle motion.

• Point out that watching the highlighted particle can help students observe the patterns of motion in the Sim.

• Play the sound again and ask students to look for patterns in the particle motion.

• Call on students to share their observations. Ask them to point out all of the patterns of motion they noticed.
Students should notice that the particles line up, collide, and then spread apart, in a repeating pattern.

• Ask students what they observed about the motion of the highlighted particle. [It would move a little, then collide
with another particle, and then change direction.]

Lesson 2.3
Activity 3
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44. R. Reeffer ter to the Ino the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion on the botion on the boarard.d.

Encourage students to discuss the patterns of motion they observed when the particles moved in the Sim and to use
the words collision and particle. [There was a pattern where one particle collided with another particle, and then it
collided with another particle.] Summarize as follows:

55. Dis. Discuscuss the Sim as a model.s the Sim as a model. Remind students that the Sound Waves Sim is an important model that was designed to
help them, as marine scientists, understand how sound travels from the source (the mother dolphin) to the listener
(the calf) through a material (water).

66. R. Reflect on the purpoeflect on the purposse oe of modelsf models..

Confirm that models are helpful for scientists to build and examine when something is too small, large, or difficult to
see.

77. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst kt keey cy conconceptept.. Read aloud the key concept as you post it on the classroom wall.

88. C. Conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Let students know that in the next lesson, they will apply what they’ve learned about how sound
energy travels at the particle level to another familiar model. Explain that they will use the model to help them continue
to answer the Investigation Question.

Teacher Support
Rationale

SScienccience Note Note: Ue: Using the Ssing the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim as a Models Sim as a Model
Allowing students to explore the Sound Waves Sim helps them consider how sound waves travel—a phenomenon that
is not easily observable. Using the Sim as a model allows students to visualize and interact with a representation of
sound waves. Initially, the Sim serves to help students understand the phenomenon. Later, students will make testable
predictions about the properties of sound and how sound travels.

Remember that we are working on answering the question How does sound energy travel through a material?
Based on what you observed about patterns of motion in sound waves at the particle level, what can we say so far
about this question?

Sound travels from source to listener in a pattern of motion called a sound wave. Sound waves are patterns of
motion that occur when particles collide and spread apart.

How do models help scientists?
[Models help scientists visualize things they can’t usually see. Models help scientists figure out or explain what is
happening.]

Scientists make models to help them answer questions and visualize things that are difficult to see.

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.3
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29

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Waves, Energy, and Information —Lesson 2.3

Observing Sound Energy Traveling

How does sound energy travel through a material?

1. Open the Sound Waves Sim.

2. Select an instrument and press Play.

3. Select a particle. Observe the motion of the particle as the sound energy 
travels across the screen.

4. Repeat Steps 2–3 with a different instrument.

Choose one of the instruments you selected in the Sim and draw what you 
observed as the sound energy from the instrument traveled away from the 
source. Label your drawing.

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students use the Sound Waves Simulation to observe the motion of particles
that make up a material as sound travels through it.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reevieview what sw what sound eneround energy cgy can tran traavvel threl through.ough.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce the nee the new Inw Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion.

Point out the Investigation Question on the board and read it aloud.

33. S. Set purpoet purposse fe for the inor the invveesstigtigation in the Sation in the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim.s Sim. Explain that in pairs, students will observe sound energy
traveling in the Sound Waves Sim. This time, they will focus on observing a specific particle in the material to see what
happens to it.

44. Ha. Havve se studenttudents turn ts turn to po pagage 29e 29, Ob, Obssererving Sving Sound Eound Enernergy Tgy Trraavveling, in their noteling, in their notebookebookss.. Read aloud the directions.

1
SIM

Observing Particle
Collisions in the Sim

2 3

Observing Particle Collisions in
the Sim

15
MIN

Han leído acerca de la energía sonora viajando en Sonido en movimiento y han observado la energía sonora
viajando en la Simulación Ondas de sonido. ¿A través de qué descubrieron que puede viajar la energía sonora?
[Todos los tipos diferentes de materiales; agua, aire y sólidos].

Ahora que sabemos a través de qué puede viajar la energía sonora, podemos averiguar cómo viaja la energía
sonora a través de esos materiales. Sabemos que mientras viaja el sonido, el material a través del cual está
viajando el sonido se mueve solo un poco, pero ¿cómo sucede esto exactamente?

¿Cómo viaja la energía sonora a través de un material?

Pongan mucha atención a lo que sucede después de que la fuente de la energía sonora vibra. Su trabajo es
observar una partícula con atención y notar cómo la energía sonora está viajando alejándose de la fuente.

Lesson 2.3
Activity 1
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55. P. Prroject the Insoject the Instrumenttruments mode os mode of the Sf the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim and demonss Sim and demonstrtratate hoe how tw to so select a pelect a particle tarticle to obo obsserervvee.. Go to
the Sound Waves Sim. Show students that by selecting a particle, they can highlight that particle and follow it visually.
Remind students to keep the Waveform toggle turned off.

66. Dis. Distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students and have them go to the Sound Waves
Simulation. If needed, review guidelines and expectations for the use of digital devices and for working in pairs. Let
students know that each partner will get an opportunity to “drive” the Sim while the other observes. Encourage
students to select different instruments than they selected in the previous lesson.

77. P. Prrompt pompt partnerartners ts to ino invveesstigtigatate in the Sim.e in the Sim. After about 5 minutes, prompt partners to switch roles.

88. O. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Studentsment: Students obs obsserervve pe particle motion in the Sim and drarticle motion in the Sim and draaw what thew what they oby obsserervvee.. As students
observe particles in the Sim and complete the notebook page, circulate and note how they are incorporating patterns of
motion—particularly particle collisions—into their drawings.

99. Ha. Havve se studenttudents shars share obe obsserervvationsations.. Call on students to describe, in as much detail as possible, exactly what they
observed about how the particles moved. [The particles seemed to move, then bump into each other.] You may wish to
ask questions such as the following:

1100. Dis. Discuscuss modelss models.. Ask students whether it would be easy or difficult to zoom in to see how sound energy travels
through a material at the particle level in the real world. [It would be difficult (impossible).]

Ask students to name another model they have used or created as they investigated sound. [Spring toy, Sound
Diagram.] Ask students to name other models that scientists—and student scientists—might use. [Globes, food webs,
models of the human body, computer models of weather.]

11. C11. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess.. Ask students to make sure that their digital devices are turned off.

• How far were the particles moving? [A short distance.]

• Were particles traveling all the way across the screen? [No, the particles were moving back and forth.]

• What happened to the particles as the sound energy moved through the material? [The particles bumped into
each other, they lined up, and then they spread apart again.]

• Based on your observations in the Sim, how do you think sound energy travels from the source to the listener?
[The particles move and collide with other particles, passing the energy on to those particles.]

Los científicos usan modelos para ayudarlos a responder preguntas y para ayudarlos a ver cosas que son difíciles
de observar. Un modelo es algo que hacen los científicos para responder preguntas sobre el mundo real.

La Simulación Ondas de sonido es un modelo que han estado usando para ayudarles a observar algo que es
difícil de ver. ¿Qué les ayuda a observar la Simulación que es difícil de ver?
[Cómo viaja la energía sonora a través de un material a nivel de partículas].

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.3
Activity 1
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Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
Describe a time when you have heard animals use sound to communicate. This prompt (on page 28 in the Investigation
Notebook) asks students to think about what they already know about animal communication. Encouraging students to
respond to this prompt can help them connect what they read in Sound on the Move to their prior knowledge about
animal sounds.

Background

SScienccience Pe Prracticacticees: About the Models in This Units: About the Models in This Unit
The models students make and use in this unit help them visualize the particles that make up a material—particles that
are too small to see. Through repeated practice with models of particles, and a gradual release of responsibility,
students become comfortable with what may at first seem like very difficult concepts. For instance, students’ first
encounters with models of particle collisions, in the Sound Waves Sim and in Sound on the Move, are highly supported
and guided. Then, during this lesson, students work in pairs to create diagrams of how particles move in a sound wave.
Finally, students revise their Sound Diagrams independently to reflect their understanding of particle collisions in a
sound wave. Engaging with the practice of creating and using models will help students better understand and
communicate their ideas about phenomena that can’t be directly observed.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 6: Psment 6: Particle Motion in a Sarticle Motion in a Sound Wound Waavvee

LLook fook for:or: As students observe the patterns of particle motion that occur as sound energy travels in the Sim, note what
they draw and say about how the particles are moving. Do they notice that the particles move only a little? Do they
notice that the particles collide with other particles and change direction?

NoNow what?w what? If students seem to be having difficulty understanding how the particles move in a sound wave, guide them
through a Sim activity in the Instruments mode. Highlight one particle and press Play. Have students narrate what is
happening to the highlighted particle as the sound travels through the material—including the direction in which it is
moving, when it changes direction, and when it comes into contact with other particles. You may also ask them to
describe how far the particle traveled, compared to how far the sound wave traveled. Guide students through this
activity multiple times, highlighting a different particle each time, so students can observe the similarities in how
multiple particles move. You may also choose to have students write their narrations of how the particle(s) moved.

Lesson 2.3
Activity 1
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Possible Responses

SSound Wound Waavvees Simulation: Inss Simulation: Instrumenttruments modes mode

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e:
Students track single particles while playing sounds from instruments to closely observe how particles that make up a
material move as sound travels through the material. Students should notice that as sound moves through a material,
the particles that make up the material do not travel across the screen, but appear to bump into one another.

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
ObObssererving Sving Sound Eound Enernergy Tgy Trraavvelingeling (page 29)
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Students read the second half of Sound on the Move to gather information
about how sound energy travels through materials at the particle level.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reevieview idew ideas fras from the firom the firsst half ot half off SSound on the Moound on the Movvee.. Hold up a copy of the book and ask students to reflect on what
they learned the last time they read the book.

2. S2. Set a purpoet a purposse fe for ror reeading.ading. Let students know they will finish reading Sound on the Move with the class and then with
a partner in order to learn more about how sound energy travels through materials.

33. Dis. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Sound on the Move to each pair of students. Explain that first, the class will
reread the section about mountain bluebirds that they read in a previous lesson. Then, students will read the rest of the
book with their partners.

44. Whole-clas. Whole-class rs reeading.ading. Ask students to turn to page 10. Have them take turns reading pages 10–13 aloud. At the end of
page 13, ask students to describe the particle motion they just read about.

Ask students to talk to their partners about this question. Then call on a few volunteers to share with the class.

55. Dis. Discuscuss cs collisionsollisions..

1

2
READING

Partner Reading

3

Partner Reading
25
MIN

Leer Sonido en movimiento les ayudará a entender más acerca de lo que observaron en la Simulación.
Asegúrense de que mientras leen, estén tratando de recordar lo que observaron en la Simulación y pensando en
qué conexiones pueden hacer entre el libro y sus observaciones.

En la página 12, dice que las paredes de la siringe del pájaro vibran, y esta es la fuente del sonido. En la página 13,
acabamos de leer sobre lo que sucede a continuación. ¿Pueden explicar qué sucede con sus propias palabras?
[La vibración altera las partículas de aire, las cuales colisionan con otras partículas de aire, lo cual crea una onda
de sonido].

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.3
Activity 2
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66. P. Point out the diagroint out the diagram at the bottam at the bottom oom of pf pagage 1e 133.. Ask students to closely examine the diagram at the bottom of page
13. Have students visualize the particles colliding, as the sound energy travels from the source to the listener. Provide
students with a brief moment to visualize. Then have them share their initial ideas to help their classmates form
pictures in their minds.

Allow students a few more moments to visualize the sound energy of the bird’s song traveling by way of particle
collisions.

77. Ha. Havve pe partnerartners rs reead pad pagagees 1s 14–22.4–22. Remind them to use the sensemaking strategy of visualizing as they read in order to
better understand how sound energy travels from source to listener through a material at the particle level. Circulate as
partners read.

88. Dis. Discuscuss diagrs diagrams oams of sf sound wound waavveess.. After students have finished reading, regain the class’s attention. Ask students to
turn to page 17 and look at the diagram of the sound of the sperm whale’s click traveling through the water. Invite a few
students to share what they notice about the diagram. Then, ask the following questions.

As time permits, repeat the questions above for the diagram of the sound of the kangaroo rat’s foot-drumming traveling
through the ground (on page 21).

99. Ha. Havve se studenttudents uss use pe particle-vision garticle-vision goggleoggless.. Remind students that particle-vision goggles can help them visualize
things they cannot see. Explain that now that students have read more about how particles interact, their goggles
should help them to “see” more. Pantomime putting on your own particle-vision goggles and ask students to do the
same.

Basándose en lo que observaron en la Simulación, y en lo que acaban de leer, ¿qué piensan que quiere decir
colisiones?
[Colisiones son cuando las cosas chocan unas con otras; las partículas chocan unas con otras como vimos en la
Simulación].

¿Qué les viene a la mente cuando visualizan partículas colisionando?
[La manera en que las bolas de billar chocan unas con otras, el movimiento de una pelota de pinball mientras
choca contra los lados de la máquina de pinball].

¿Cómo visualizan las partículas que forman el agua moviéndose? Describan el patrón del movimiento.
[Las partículas se mueven hacia adelante y hacia atrás y chocan con otras partículas. Hacen esto en un patrón
de modo que las partículas están juntas, luego se separan y luego se juntan de nuevo].

¿De qué manera lo que visualizaron es igual a lo que observaron en la Simulación?
[Observamos el mismo patrón de movimiento en la Simulación].

Usen sus gafas con visión de partículas para hacer zoom al sonido de mi voz. ¿Qué visualizan que les sucede a
las partículas que forman el aire? ¿Cómo está viajando la energía sonora desde mí hacia ustedes mientras estoy
hablando? Describan el patrón de movimiento.
[Las partículas de aire colisionan con las partículas de aire junto a ellas, las cuales colisionan con las partículas
junto a ellas, y así sucesivamente. Este es un patrón que repite].

Lesson 2.3
Activity 2
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1100. P. Poosst thet the ccollisionollision ccarard on the clasd on the classrsroom woom wall.all. Say the definition aloud as you post the vocabulary card.

11. Dir11. Direct sect studenttudents’ atts’ attention tention to the So the Scienccience/Ee/Evvereryydaday Wy Worords chart and writds chart and write “ce “collision” in the “Sollision” in the “Scienccience we worords” cds” column.olumn.
Then ask students to suggest everyday words that mean something similar to collision. [Bump, crash.] Write these in
the “Everyday words” column of the chart.

12. W12. Writrite “pe “particle” in the “Sarticle” in the “Scienccience we worords” cds” column oolumn of the chartf the chart.. Lead a brief discussion about the meaning of this word.
Ask students to suggest everyday words that mean something similar to particle. [Tiny piece.] Write these in the
“Everyday words” column of the chart.

1133. C. Collect all collect all copieopies os off SSound on the Moound on the Movvee..

Teacher Support
Background

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Se: Setting a Petting a Purpourposse fe for Ror Reeadingading
Expert readers are active readers; they often have clear goals in mind at the outset of reading. In science, reading has
the authentic purpose of informing and/or extending ongoing investigations about a particular topic. In this lesson,
students return to Sound on the Move with a partner to find out more about how sound travels from a source to a
listener. Setting a purpose to find out about how sound waves travel promotes comprehension monitoring and is
particularly useful for reading informational texts.

Una colisión es cuando dos o más cosas chocan entre sí.

En las últimas lecciones, han aprendido un cierto número de palabras científicas nuevas, como partícula y
colisión. Recuerden que la gráfica Palabras científicas/cotidianas, así como las palabras publicadas en la pared
del salón de clases, pueden ayudarles a recordar usar palabras científicas cuando están describiendo ideas
científicas.

Waves, Energy, and Information
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Project the Sound Waves Sim and guide students to look for patterns in the
particle motion.

Instructional Guide
1. P1. Prroject the Insoject the Instrumenttruments mode os mode of the Sf the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim ags Sim again.ain. Go to the Sound Waves Sim. Keep the Waveform toggle
turned off. Let students know that you’d like them to observe how the sound energy travels in the Sim again, now that
they’ve had the opportunity to read about it in Sound on the Move and visualize what is happening at the particle level.

2. Ha2. Havve se studenttudents obs obsserervve pe particle carticle collisions as yollisions as you plaou play sy sounds in the Sim.ounds in the Sim.

33. S. Select a pelect a particle tarticle to highlight ito highlight it..

1 2

3
SIM

Observing Sound Waves in
the Sim

Observing Sound Waves in the
Sim

10
MIN

• Select an instrument.

• Instruct students to carefully observe the pattern of motion of the particles as the sound is played.

• Play the sound a few times.

• Call on a student to describe what she observed. Encourage the student to incorporate the source of the sound,
the sound energy, and the material into her description. [The particles line up and separate again as the sound
energy from the vibration of the source (the instrument) travels through the material (the air).]

• Ask students to observe the patterns of particle motion.

• Point out that watching the highlighted particle can help students observe the patterns of motion in the Sim.

• Play the sound again and ask students to look for patterns in the particle motion.

• Call on students to share their observations. Ask them to point out all of the patterns of motion they noticed.
Students should notice that the particles line up, collide, and then spread apart, in a repeating pattern.

• Ask students what they observed about the motion of the highlighted particle. [It would move a little, then collide
with another particle, and then change direction.]

Lesson 2.3
Activity 3
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44. R. Reeffer ter to the Ino the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion on the botion on the boarard.d.

Encourage students to discuss the patterns of motion they observed when the particles moved in the Sim and to use
the words collision and particle. [There was a pattern where one particle collided with another particle, and then it
collided with another particle.] Summarize as follows:

55. Dis. Discuscuss the Sim as a model.s the Sim as a model. Remind students that the Sound Waves Sim is an important model that was designed to
help them, as marine scientists, understand how sound travels from the source (the mother dolphin) to the listener
(the calf) through a material (water).

66. R. Reflect on the purpoeflect on the purposse oe of modelsf models..

Confirm that models are helpful for scientists to build and examine when something is too small, large, or difficult to
see.

77. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst kt keey cy conconceptept.. Read aloud the key concept as you post it on the classroom wall.

88. C. Conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Let students know that in the next lesson, they will apply what they’ve learned about how sound
energy travels at the particle level to another familiar model. Explain that they will use the model to help them continue
to answer the Investigation Question.

Teacher Support
Rationale

SScienccience Note Note: Ue: Using the Ssing the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim as a Models Sim as a Model
Allowing students to explore the Sound Waves Sim helps them consider how sound waves travel—a phenomenon that
is not easily observable. Using the Sim as a model allows students to visualize and interact with a representation of
sound waves. Initially, the Sim serves to help students understand the phenomenon. Later, students will make testable
predictions about the properties of sound and how sound travels.

Recuerden que estamos trabajando en responder la pregunta ¿Cómo viaja la energía sonora a través de un
material? Basándose en lo que observaron sobre los patrones de movimiento en ondas de sonido al nivel de
partículas, ¿qué podemos decir hasta ahora sobre esta pregunta?

El sonido viaja de la fuente al oyente en un patrón de movimiento llamado onda de sonido. Las ondas de sonido
son patrones de movimiento que ocurren cuando las partículas chocan y se separan.

¿Cómo ayudan los modelos a los científicos?
[Los modelos ayudan a los científicos a visualizar cosas que usualmente no pueden ver. Los modelos ayudan a
los científicos a averiguar o explicar qué está sucediendo].

Los científicos crean modelos para ayudarlos a responder preguntas y visualizar cosas que son difíciles de ver.

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides
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Activity 3
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29

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Ondas, energía e información—Lección 2.3

Observar la energía sonora que está viajando

¿Cómo viaja la energía sonora a través de un material?

1. Abre la simulación Ondas de sonido.

2. Selecciona un instrumento y oprime “Play”.

3. Selecciona una partícula. Observa el movimiento de la partícula a 
medida que la energía sonora viaja a través de la pantalla.

4. Repite los pasos 2 a 3 con un instrumento diferente.

Elige uno de los instrumentos que seleccionaste en la simulación y dibuja 
lo que observaste a medida que la energía sonora del instrumento viajó 
alejándose de la fuente. Identifica las partes de tu dibujo.

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
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